Teaching in English Workshop for Professors

TAKE THE CHALLENGE!

THE CHALLENGE OF INTERNATIONALIZATION
26, 27 & 28 June 2019

For more information
tie@ut-capitole.fr
TAKE THE CHALLENGE!
THE CHALLENGE OF INTERNATIONALIZATION

- Small talk for conferences
- Everyday language
- Dealing with students from different backgrounds, multiculturalism
- Language updates - improve grammatical accuracy
- Pronunciation and intonation - Asking and handling questions
- Vocabulary-building through discussions and listening comprehension
- Classroom discourse and innovative techniques
- Micro-teaching practice with comprehensive feedback

This course will provide support for academic staff who – now or in the future – may do their teaching through English. Take the Challenge is not just an English language course, but rather combines innovative teaching methodology and linguistic practice in order to enhance the quality of teaching in higher education. It offers lecturers of all disciplines hands-on linguistic tools and teaching strategies in order to communicate their materials more effectively. It advances the lecturer’s ability to structure and deliver lectures in English, to confidently and effectively communicate with students whose first language is not English, and to use the English language in tutorial / supervision / discussion / small-group contexts.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION for this 3-Day Workshop
- June 26, 27 & 28 2019
- Arsenal Main Library (BU), Salles de Formation
- Coffee breaks (in English) included
- Lunch at Bistrot Riquet, UT1 or plateaux repas Class’Croute (at own expense)

REGISTRATION
- Send an email to tie@ut-capitole.fr
- Fill in this form and send it to drh-formation@ut-capitole.fr

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Department of Languages / Staff training: tie@ut-capitole.fr

TAKE THE CHALLENGE 6 COORDINATORS
jennifer.harpur@tse-fr.eu    jennifer.curtin@ut-capitole.fr